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Introduction:-  

Pedda Chintakunta Village Mandal Naraspur District Medak In this village a person named 

Kavitha in works as a CA for women's groups i.e. Dakara  groups. She works for the 

development of women and analyzes the savings. Every month Hima helps the women to 

increase their savings, to put the money  they all have together and to give loans to grant loans to 

the needy. The Sanghas are available in this village for more than 20 years which has grown 

from five Sanghas in the beginning to 33 Sanghas by 2022 but each Sangha has 10 to 15 

members. 



TITLE : SELF HELP GROUPS 

  

Aim: 

All the women living in the village continue to live together. All the people in the village are 

living in brotherhood. Their main objective   is to earn income and survive without depending on 

other members of the family. It means that achieving financial stability can be   said to be their 

main feature, their main intention is that you should continue living without depending on other 

members of the family  

OBJECTIVES: 

The TV importance of wealth and analyze the importance of money in  the society to other 

family members and their children In this group, the main objectives of these are to move ahead 

by doing business without being financially backward and we have the opportunity to think  in a 

way that we can earn by ourselves without counting the inheritance like shelter, because of 

which women also have the opportunity to earn as much  income as possible even if they don't 

have any job. Because of this women also know  

There are total 33 groups this village  

1.bhavani.2.sai.3.nagalaxmi.4.jothilaxmi.6.vekateswara.7.malliswari.8.hanuman.9.durgamma.10. 

Sneha. 11. Santosh Mata. 12. Jai Hanuman.14. Sri Sai 15.  Manikanta ,Dhanalakshmi Sri 

Lakshmi, Chaitanya , Ganapati , Thulasi , Pooja , Varalakshmi , Sri medalamma , Raja , Vasanti , 

Gulabi , Bhargavi , Pochamma ,  Durgamma.  

All the above are group details of this village Each group has 10 to 15 members  

FINDING ANALYSIS :  

A good atmosphere in this village maintains friendly  relations A person working as a C.A for 

women's groups also has a  sociable nature.  
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CONCLUSION : 

• They should maintain good relationship and friendship  

• They should earn good income  

• They pay their loans intime  

 

 

 

 


